Your spend transformation starts here

Emburse helps your organization intelligently assess and execute its unique spend optimization journey.

Regardless of your size, location, or industry, our experts and solutions pave the optimal path from legacy systems to value-based spend management.

**IMPROVE CONTROL AND VISIBILITY**
Strengthen policy adherence and improve your understanding across the entire spend spectrum.

**LOWER OPERATIONAL COSTS**
Uncover cash and time savings that benefit the entire organization.

**FORM DATA-BACKED STRATEGIES**
Confidently plot future success with more confidence in your analytics.

**HUMANIZE THE WORKPLACE AGAIN**
Automate time-consuming tasks so employees can focus on what matters most—family, their community, or more rewarding work.

Wherever you are now, Emburse can show you the best way forward.

**The Emburse Ecosystem**
Empower your employees with a suite of fully-integrated expense, travel, cards, and invoice solutions designed to simplify everyone’s workday.
Simplify the work that gets in the way at work
From expense submitters to CFOs, our automated, user-friendly tools tame even the most complex workflows.

TRAVEL AND EXPENSE MANAGEMENT
Effortlessly submit and approve travel expenses, as well as book travel easily with our automated, user-friendly tools.

VIRTUAL AND PHYSICAL CORPORATE CARDS
Quickly issue, track, and adjust preset payment options that use your built-in policies.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND PAYMENTS
Manage the entire invoice-to-pay lifecycle in a simple, centralized solution.

SPEND CONTROL AND COMPLIANCE
Catch errors and eliminate potentially fraudulent activity with greater breadth and accuracy.

REPORTING AND ANALYTICS
Convert spend data into actionable insights with a world-class business intelligence engine.

EXPENSE MANAGEMENT FOR NON-EMPLOYEES
Extend non-employees temporary accounts with policy controls and enforcement.

Take your first step toward fully optimized spend
Whatever your desired future state looks like, Emburse can get you there. Our experts are ready to help uncover how your organization’s current expense, travel, AP, payments, and more could evolve to deliver future success.

Key facts
- 12M Users
- 120+ Countries
- 18K Customers
- $65B+ Annual Spend Processed
- 850+ Employees
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